
Fluent in the Language of Lament

Primary Scripture:
Lamentations 3:1-33
Secondary Scriptures:
Psalm 13:2-3 and Psalm 80:4-6

Discussion Questions:
1. Lamentations are raw, unfiltered cries to God that can be found throughout 
scripture. 1/3 of the Psalms are Lamentations. Heroes of the Faith like Moses, 
David and even Jesus spoke in the language of lament, yet contemporary Christian 
culture seems to ignore these scriptures all together. Why do you think that is? 
What could ignoring these sections of scripture have on our understanding of God 
and our relations with him?

2. The Lamentations above seem to make accusations of God that appear to be 
irreverent and disrespectful, yet God doesn’t seem to be offended or feel the need 
to correct the Lamenters. What does this reveal about God’s character? Does this 
reveal anything about how we should and shouldn’t approach God in prayer? If so, 
how?

3. Dan Allender writes: The language of lament is oddly the shadow side of 
faith.......To whom do you vocalize the most intense, irrational-meaning, inarticulate 
anger? Would you do so with someone who could fire you or cast you out of a 
cherished position or relationship? Not likely. You don't trust them-you don't 
believe they would endure the depths of your disappointment, and confusion... The 
person who hears your lament and far more bears your lament against them, 
paradoxically, is someone you deeply, wildly trust...To sing a lament against God in 
worship reveals far, far greater trust than to sing a jingle about how happy we are 
and how much we trust him. Lament cuts through insincerity, strips pretense, and 
reveals the raw nerve of trust that angrily approaches the throne of grace and then 
kneels in awed, robust wonder. In what ways does the Language of Lament show 
faith and trust in God? Why do you think Lamentations often misdiagnosed as a 
lack of faith?


